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GREGORY BRYANT 
Oil & Gas Accounting Specialist 

SUMMARY 

Mr. Bryant has extensive oil and gas industry accounting experience, 
with a proven track record of achievement in revenue process allocation 
and valuing, financial results validation, SAP/PRA, variance report 
review and analysis, data analysis/interpretation, volumetric data, and 
client relations.  He has also obtained extensive systems and software 
experience which allows him to make sound recommendations that 
positively impact the bottom line. His experience includes twelve years of 
SAP experience in upstream lease gas revenue, four years in midstream 
revenue, and five years in midstream NGL accounting and trading floor.  

 

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY 

2016 to Present   Oil & Gas Accounting Specialist, ACCUMYN CONSULTING 

2012 to 2016  Revenue Accountant, DEVON ENERGY  

2004 to 2011  SAP Revenue Analyst, IBM 

2003 to 2004  Pipeline Revenue Analyst, CONOCOPHILLIPS 

 

OIL AND GAS EXPERIENCE 

Upstream US Lease Gas Revenue  

Mr. Bryant has experience recording wet gas, residue gas and NGL's; allocating and valuing 
volumes at well level for over 1,100 wells; reporting gas splits to partners utilizing system 
generated reports; validating financial results, explaining variances and resolving volume/value 
rejects. He has been responsible for reconciling inter-company/external gas imbalances; setting 
up, maintaining, and reprocessing multiple fields due to first production; well payout; unit 
revisions; royalties and taxes. He has worked with royalty owners providing resolution to 
inquiries and requests, received MMS (now BOEM) Brio training and worked with MMS to 
resolve monthly rejects. He has maintained files of all contracts to validate terms, pricing and 
commitments. He has served as a subject matter expert for new hire revenue training. He 
created a training manual and trained analysts in BP revenue desk transition from Tulsa, OK to 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

 

Upstream Canadian Lease Gas Production & Revenue  

Mr. Bryant has experience recording wet gas, residue gas and NGL's; allocating and valuing 
volumes at well level for over 600 wells; reporting gas and oil splits to partners utilizing trucking 
tickets, system generated trucking/volume and field reports. His responsibilities included 
reprocessing production and revenue for multiple fields reporting volume in M3 and gigajoules; 
uploading gas split volumes, oil split volumes and volumetrics, including water into the Alberta 
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Crown Registry; and reporting and resolving volume/value variances. In addition, he was 
responsible for maintaining files of all contracts to validate terms, pricing and commitments. 

 

Midstream Tank Revenue 

Mr. Bryant has experience recording oil, gas and NGL; trucking, rail, vessel load/unload; heat, 
mix, dye/additive; transfer and rack charge revenues encompassing five terminals and three 
pipelines. He was responsible for invoicing and reconciling railcar, pipeline and transport 
volumes. He also maintained files of all contracts to validate terms, pricing and commitments. 

 

Midstream Accounting  

Mr. Bryant has experience recording and reconciling NGL wholesale/retail inventories 
encompassing pipeline, bobtail and rail deliveries. He has worked with district personnel, 
suppliers and shippers to validate gas volumes, transportation charges, tariffs and exchange 
rates. He maintained file copies of all contracts to validate terms, pricing tariff/exchange rates 
and commitments. He also has trading floor experience in the risk management area reconciling 
trader transaction information to gas and accounting system data. 

 

EDUCATION 

LANGSTON UNIVERSITY, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
B.B.A., Accounting, 1996 
 

COMPUTER SKILLS 

 MS Office 
 SAP/PRA module & FI modules 
 AS/400 (financial system) 
 Oracle (financial system) 
 PJES (financial system) 
 Legacy (revenue and volume system) 
 PREMAS (Canadian revenue and volume system) 
 Canadian Crown Registry Reporting System 
 FAS (financial system) 
 VRS (volume reporting and inventory management system) 
 CMS (inventory custody management system) 
 Atlas (Inventory management and billing system) 
 TAS (terminal automation system) 
 Wiltrade (mark-to-market risk management system) 
 EMS (gas energy management system) 
 T-MAN (gas energy management system) 
 Indigo (power energy management system) 
 CIS (power customer information system) 
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Collaborated with developers in manual-to-computer conversions, functional analysis, updates, 
and implementation. 

 

 


